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Overview
• Socio-biography
•
•
•
•

Native bilingual
Preschool to grad school
Teacher education
Deaf education research

• Workshop goals
• Identify and interrupt inequities
• strategize and implement
alternatives

• Workshop format
• Technical Details
• Please see MU Faculty
• Login, logout
• Zoom issues
• Earning credit

•
•
•
•

(My) Focus Questions
Multimodal lecture
Learning pods – interactions
(Your) Questions
• In the chat
• On video

Overview of Workshop: Four Sessions
1) The Curious Case of Vygotsky
in Soviet Russia: History, Theory,
Deaf Pedagogies
• Skyer
• Pods
• Review

2) Phonocentrism and
Ocularcentrism: A Tale of Two
Contrasting Discourse Ideologies
• Skyer
• Pods
• Review

3) Transformation and Deaf
Multimodal-Visual Pedagogy:
Evidence from the Field
• Skyer
• Pods
• Review

4) Theory and Strategy for
Deaf Education in 2021 and
Beyond: A Roundtable
• MU Faculty
• Roundtable

Schedule At-A-Glance:
AM
• Skyer Session 1: (90 minutes)
• BREAK (30 minutes)
• Skyer Session 2: (90 minutes)

PM
• Skyer Session 3: (90 minutes)
• BREAK (30 minutes)
• MU Roundtable: (90 minutes)

• LUNCH BREAK (60 minutes)
ALL Materials can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfnwUQ-xw_PfToyt9BkBUZVVBn_XcjPj

The Curious Case of Vygotsky in Soviet Russia:
History, Theory, Deaf Pedagogies – Session 1
Focus Questions:
• Which environments are appropriate
for deaf children’s sociocultural and
intellectual development?
• What modalities offer
the greatest utility for deaf
epistemological development?
• What is the role of the deaf
pedagogue in deaf educational
development?

The Curious Case of Vygotsky – Session 1
• What caused the strange oversight of Vygotskian
influence on deaf pedagogy in Western
traditions, in research and teaching?
• Vygotsky (1993) states that “the task of
educating deaf-mute children, in all probability,
[is] the most interesting and difficult chapter in
pedagogy” (p. 87).
• C.f. Skyer (2020) “Bright Triad and Five
Propositions:
• Arguments and quotes herein
• Article in shared google drive

Historical Context, Contemporary Parallels
•
•
•
•
•

Russia 1920 – 1930
Death from Tuberculosis
English translation 1993
Soviet political ideology
Advent of:
•
•
•
•

sociocultural theories
Zone of Proximal Development
mediated learning
Scaffolding

• “Defectology”—e.g. Special Education
• Other terms

• Vygotsky (1993):
• “The deaf child is not a normal child
minus . . . hearing and speech” (p.
30)
• Irreducibly biosocial nature of
deafness

• Knoors and Marschark (2014):
• “teaching deaf learners is not the
same as—or should not be the same
as—teaching hearing learners” (p.
24).
• Pedagogy and psychology as distinct

Vygotsky’s General Contributions to Deaf Education
Affordances (+)

Limitations (-)

• Sociocultural mediation of deaf education

• Shallow conceptualization of “Sign”
“Language”

• “Linguistic paucity” theory
• (Knox & Kozulin, 1987)

• “Language Deprivation Syndrome”
• (Gulati, 2019)

• Role of interactions
• Blurring of pedagogy and psychology
• Late esteem for “gesticulated language”
• “natural language”
• “systemic language of signs”

• Critique of oral instructional methods
• “cruel” “murderous”

• “mimicry” “gesture” “gesticulation”

• No firm theoretical grounding in
bilingualism, bimodality
• No deep analysis of empiricism or
methods
• “dialectics”

• No research on diverse identities or
cultures
• Soviet preoccupation with singular
national identity? Class divisions?

Smagorinsky’s findings
• BBC production from 1990
• Deafblind education in Zagorsk, near
Moscow, in the Vygotskian tradition
• Clips:
• 01:57-03:11 – tactile signs, interpersonal
• 07:40-08:40 – braille texts, social literacy
• 23:47-24:32 – manipulatives, translanguaging

• WorldCat description:
• “Deaf and blind children come from all over the Soviet
Union to Zagorsk where followers of the famous Russian
psychologist, Vygotskii, teach them, in the belief that
even the most deprived child can learn.”

http://lchc.ucsd.edu/Movies/Butterflies_of_Zagorsk.mp4

Bright Triad
• Leveraging Vygotsky’s infections
creativity and enthusiasm for the work
of deaf pedagogy
• Deaf education needs definitive
positive social goals
• Deaf education cannot thrive as a field
when scholarship is focused on
“remediation” or “deficits” or
“deprivations” or “disablement”

Creative
Adaptations
Positive
Differentiations

Dynamic
Development

Bright
Triad

Positive differentiations
• …biosocial mechanisms used by deaf
persons in social contexts that
recognize differences as assets to deaf
educational development.

• Identify and leverage deaf
children’s innate visual and
multimodal tendencies

• Early development has outsized
influence on later development.

• “it is impossible to ban [sign
language]; it is the natural
language of the child. It may be
forbidden . . . and its users
punished, but this does not mean
that it is defeated” (p. 90)

• The necessity of fully-comprehensible
interactions
• Deaf = visual-dominant multimodal
• Deafblind = tactile-dominant multimodal

• The deaf child’s “instincts” are “allies”

Creative adaptations
• …innovative interactions between
deaf students and their socioculturaleducational milieu, abilities are
biologically inherent but latent in deaf
children; they must be stimulated by
purposeful social interactions.
• Sign language must be prompted to
develop from the social domain.

• Explicit rejection of deficit ideology in
educational theory, especially for
teachers but also in students’ selfconcepts.

• Comprehensible modes are supported
by sociocultural tools – pedagogy by
any means necessary
• Polyglossia v. multimodality

• Deaf ontology is the engine
of deaf human development; and for
deaf students and educators, deaf
pedagogy is the ultimate innovative
expression of deaf epistemology.

Dynamic development
• …deaf students’ developmental arcs unfold
similarly to those of nondeaf students, but
with important differences that must be
acknowledged.
• Deaf development is jointly biosocial
• The critical juncture is not the biological
components of of hearing loss but the
social environment, comprised of more
mature social agents who enable or
disable:
• The social environment is comprised of more mature
agents, their choices disable or enable.

• Key changes to social ordering and
education must occur, including
adaptations to the design of
physical settings and discourses
used in them.
• The organizing principle around
which all others grow is: the deaf
child’s holistic, healthy
development across the lifespan
• Deaf educators cannot ignore the
differences that matter

Other notable findings
• Transformation, a case study
• a la Sacks (1990)
• Predates Stoke by 50 years

• Vygotsky argues that deaf pedagogy ought not
create an environment that accentuates
disability. It could be argued that the
accentuation of disability in deaf education
occurs most acutely in aural/oral contexts, where
speech language pathology exemplifies the issue.
• Deaf children “hear” through their “eyes”
• visual phonology

• With an epigraph,
Vygotsky concludes,
“We must proceed until
every elementary teacher
can teach even the deaf
child and . . . until each
elementary school becomes
simultaneously a school for
the deaf ” (p. 91).

Into the Learning Pods! – Session 1
• You will work within the same Learning
Pod throughout the day.
• Each Learning Pod is 30 minutes long

• Using the 3 Focus Questions and the
Prompt, (reviewed in the next slide),
engage in an interactive discussion and
document your analysis.

• Each Learning Pod is comprised of:
• ~5 MA/Deaf Education participants
• ~1-2 MU Faculty
• ~5 Deaf Community Members

• Once in your Pod:
• Introduce yourself briefly and learn from
your colleagues’ introductions, then …

• As a group, construct an artifact of
learning. Learning Pods artifacts will differ
through the workshop.
• Session 1 – written summary
• Session 2 – tabular document
• Session 3 – graphic representation
• Note: these are all in the shared google drive

Focus Questions and Prompt
Focus Questions:
• Which environments are appropriate
for deaf children’s sociocultural and
intellectual development?
• What modalities offer
the greatest utility for deaf
epistemological development?
• What is the role of the deaf pedagogue
in deaf educational development?

• Prompt:
• Using the Google Drive document
titled: “Session 1,” document your
findings for each of the three
questions, using evidence from:
• the PowerPoint slides
• your own experience and knowledge

• Google Doc Links

Findings from the Learning Pods!—Session 1
• Each pod should elect one or
two members to summarize
their work and findings.
• Each summary should be
around 2-3 minutes in length.
• Please ensure that the labor is
divided among pod members
• Artifact for Session 1 –
• written summary

Summary of Session 1
• Deafness is a biosocial phenomenon
• Biological and social differences that matter
• Social changes adapt to biological
delimitations

• Sign language pedagogy as minimum
requirement for sociocultural
development
• Early evidence of language deprivation
• associated with oralist regimes of pedagogy
• Contrasted with vision in learning

• Lasting influence in Russia, but not
abroad

• Pedagogy as equal in importance to
psychology, communication as
important as language
• Bright triad for deaf pedagogy
• Positive differentiation
• Creative adaptation
• Dynamic development

• Deaf pedagogical ethics:
• Decreasing harm
• Increasing beneficence

Phonocentrism and Ocularcentrism: A Tale of
Two Contrasting Discourse Ideologies – Session 2
Focus Questions:
• What is ideological about
discourse frameworks?
• What discourse ideologies are
relevant in deaf education?
• How can stakeholders in deaf
education interpret dilemmas
about discourse ideologies
using ethics as a lens?

A Tale of Two Discourse Ideologies – Session 2
Discourse
• A broad category that includes all ways
that humans communicate and use
language to interact with one another and
ideas in social contexts, like education.
• Multiple discourses entail conflicts.

Ideology
• This posits that there are multiple
“worldviews” or systems of ideas that
follow regular patterns among social
groups in contexts such as schools.
• Multiple ideologies entail conflict.

Visually organizing discourses, part 1

Discourse Ideologies
• Discourse ideologies are systematic ways
in which people make value-judgments
about languages and communication
modes, their composition, ordering, and
utility.
• They are interrelated with power and
other forces, epistemology, and ontology.
• Discourse ideologies align:
•
•
•
•

perceptible modes
sensory modalities
cultural and social ordering
philosophical constructs and assumptions.

• Discursive ideologies signal an
overall worldview or political
orientation between discourses and
social groups.
• “Each mode provides its specific lens
on the world…The world [is]
organized as specific arrangements
in space [or] time, or both [that]
produce [complex cultural and]
ontological and epistemological
effects” (Kress, 2010, p. 155,
emphasis original).

Visually organizing discourse ideologies, part 2a
• Discourse ideologies exist along a
spectrum. They are not finite nor
absolute and may overlap in some
contexts and also may conflict with one
another
• depending on biological and social capacities
of agents, culture, and so on.

• They are generally organized with fewer
modes and interactions at one end and
more modes and more interactions at
the other end.
• Other iterations are possible.
• Needed are discourse ideologies for deafblind education.

Phonocentrism
Ocularcentrism
Multimodality

Visually organizing discourses, part 2b
• Phonocentric discourse ideology
• PDI elevates and privileges aurally perceptible and
comprehensible information and knowledge.
• Speech, orality, listening, hearing

• Ocularcentric discourse ideology
• ODI elevates and privileges visually perceptible and
comprehensible information and knowledge.

Phonocentrism
Ocularcentrism

• Visuality, vision, seeing, sign language, texts, images

• Multimodal discourse ideology
• MDI encompasses all modes that are perceptible and
comprehensible by humans, given sensory capacities.
• Note: Session 3 discusses Multimodal discourse ideology in depth

Multimodality

Phonocentrism historical/general & contemporary/deaf education
• John Dewey (1990):
• [Put] before the mind’s eye the
ordinary schoolroom, with its rows of
ugly desks placed in geometrical order,
crowded together so that there should
be as little moving room as possible,
desks [all] the same size, with just
enough space to hold books, pencils,
and paper, and add a table, some
chairs, the bare walls, and possibly a
few pictures, we can reconstruct the
only educational activity that can
[occur, it’s] made for ‘listening.’ (p. 31).

• “the manual sign [is] inferior to
the verbal as a language”
• (Myklebust, [1957], p. 241-2, cited by
Bauman, 2008, p. 5).

• This view pathologically marks
deaf students as passive and
broken.
• This ideology still shapes deficit
models of deafness and deaf
education today.
• (Skyer & Cochell, 2020, p. 9)

Ocularcentrism historical/general & contemporary/deaf education
• Konecki (2011) describes visual research:
• “Visual data open new possibilities […] Developing
theories of substantive visual processes could
facilitate [theories of] visualization of social
problems, visualization of organizational politics,
visualization of identity […] The future of
[research] will inevitably be associated with
constructing theory on the social, cultural, and
psychological dimensions of visual reality
[because] of our society’s recent ‘visual turn,’
[and] the growing research focus on the visuality
of our worlds” (p. 152).

• Thoutenhoofd (2000) shows the
salience of vision in deaf
education, in terms of language
and communication:
• “deafness as sensory experience is
best understood by reference to
the sense of sight.” (p. 261)

• Sacks, (1990) states,
• “[deaf] ‘character’ is
biological…rooted in gesture, in
iconicity, in radical visuality” (0.
97).

TASK: Media Analysis with an Ethical Lens
• Next, we will examine three media that
depict various discourse ideologies within
contemporary deaf education contexts.
• Our aim is to isolate and analyze features
of discourse ideology.
• You will notice overlaps with discourse
ideologies and other conflicts including:
•
•
•
•

Structural forms of racism, classism
Divisions across the Global North/South
Colonial/Imperialist legacies
Implicit or explicit ableism and audism.

• We will use an ethical analytic lens, in
the context of deaf education, where
findings are context-dependent
Christensen (2010).
• Orient primary analysis toward the
deaf student with respect to the
education context. Questions include:
•
•
•
•

What is useful?
What causes harm?
What reduces harm?
What is the dominant discourse ideology?

Procedure for Media Analysis
• Use the Google Doc to take notes
individually. Copy the doc file into a
new file, then fill out independently,
leaving the main doc “as is”.

• TASK 2:
• WATCH the media, using the Zoom, or
use your own YouTube settings, via links
provided in the PPT and .docx

• You may also take notes using other
formats, such as pen-and-paper, or
using a word processing doc or app.

• ANNOTATE, using the procedure at left

• Analytic notes, sketches, or jottings
will be helpful in your Learning Pod,
which will extend the analysis using
our Focus Questions.

• LEARNING PODS co-analyze and discuss
your annotations, document your work
using the provided tabular instruments

• x3

Procedure for Media Analysis
(This is what the Google
Doc table looks like)

What is useful?
What causes harm?
What reduces harm?
What is the dominant
discourse ideology?
What other conflicts
exist?

Media Form 1:

Media Form 2:

Media Form 3:

“Patrick Speaks.”

“Reality of Deaf
Education in
India.”

“Through Your
Child’s Eyes.”

“Patrick Speaks.” – Unreported World
• Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=5f31_UbCPq4

“Reality of Deaf Education in India.” – Alim Chandani
• Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Q4_GxsbKVHs

“Through Your Child’s Eyes.” – CSU & National Center on Deafness
• Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=FV69iJuXwP4

Into the Learning Pods! – Session 2
• As a group, construct an artifact
of your answers. Learning Pods
artifacts will differ through the
workshop.
• Session 2 – tabular document

• You may discuss any of the three
videos, but given time constraints:
• Pod 1 will focus on:
• “Patrick Speaks”

• You may also use the 3 Focus
Questions (next slide) to
describe your thoughts first via
an interactive discussion.

• Pod 2 will focus on:

• Google Doc link

• Pod 3 will focus on:

• “Reality of Deaf Education in India”

• “Through Your Child’s Eyes”

Findings from the Learning Pods!—Session 2
• Each pod should elect one or two
members to summarize their work
and findings.
• Each summary should be around 23 minutes in length.
• Please ensure that the labor is
divided among pod members
• Artifact for Session 2 –
• tabular document

Summary of Session 2
• What is ideological about
discourse frameworks?

• In education, people’s values and beliefs frame what is
and is not valued in language and communication. Values
differ based on sociopolitical (and other) groups.

• What discourse
ideologies are relevant in
deaf education?

• There are three:

• How can stakeholders in
deaf education interpret
dilemmas about
discourse ideologies
using ethics as a lens?

• phonocentrism (privileges listening and speech),
• ocularcentrism (privileges visual language and communication),
• and multimodality (aligns modes given sensory capacity).

• Situation ethics supports teachers, interpreters, and
other deaf education professionals understand the
effects of educational context on deaf students, including
harm and beneficence.

Transformation and Deaf Multimodal-Visual
Pedagogy: Evidence from the Field – Session 3
• Focus Questions:
• What modes, tools, discourses,
and interactions constitute Deaf
Multimodal-Visual Pedagogies
(DMVPs)?
• How do deaf faculty understand,
construct, apply, and evaluate
DMVPs in their praxis?

Transformation and DMVPs– Session 3
• 3 years data collection and analysis.
• Higher deaf education context.
• The main object of study was to learn about
how deaf faculty use visual modes in their
teaching with deaf students.
• A ”first finding” was that ocularcentrism and
visual modes of language were insufficient
to characterize the depth and breadth of
discourse practices in deaf education.

Multimethod Methodology
• Case Study Data Collection
Methods
• Aim: deep, situated analysis
• Data/Analysis: observation,
interviews, stimulated recall using
visual elicitation formats

• Grounded Theory Analytic
Method
• Aim: produce novel theories
• Data/Analysis: memos, coding,
abductive reasoning, ongoing
literature reviews

• Multimodal Interpretive
Framework
• Aim: make sense of data across
modes
• Data/Analysis: developed multimodal
transduction

• Transformative Paradigm
• Aim: disrupt harmful conditions
• Data/Analysis: data co-analysis, colabor with participants, standing in
solidarity with colleagues against
injustices in deaf education

Site

Sample

percentage or proportion (pp)

pp or range

Reported genders
(female : male)

51:49

50:50

Six “deaf faculty,” who met the
following baseline criteria:

African American/Black

8%

Hispanic/Latino

4%

• self-identified as “deaf,” “Deaf,” or

Asian American/Pacific
Islander

unspecified

LGBTQIA+
Deaf/Hard of Hearing

unspecified
47%

~33%
100%

Discipline (STEM :
Humanities)

unspecified

33:66

Age range (approximate) unspecified

30-70

Participants

“hard of hearing;”
• were credentialed faculty in STEM or
Humanities fields in deaf education;
• had five or more years of teaching
experience in deaf education; and,
• professed to use some form “visual
pedagogy.”

~33%

Deaf faculty are experienced deaf learners
• Individual differences among the six participants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One was a child of deaf adults/parents (CODA, child of deaf adult).
Two were siblings of another DHH person (SODA, sibling of deaf adult).
Three were parents of d/Deaf or hard of hearing children.
Two were from minoritized racial or ethnic groups.
Two were from groups of underrepresented sexual orientations/gender expressions.
Two self-identified as hard of hearing (HOH).
Four self-identified identified as d/Deaf.
All were ASL-English bilinguals.
All had earned master’s degrees (one participant had two).
One was working toward a terminal degree during data collection.
One had earned an EdD prior to data collection.
Three had earned PhDs prior to data collection.

Sarah Jo – The Helper
Discipline: Humanities.

•
•
•
•
•

Deaf of hearing parents, narratives of struggle
Deep valuation of ASL, ASL as knowledge/power
Writing pedagogies of “DEAF-SAME”
Deaf critical literacy and awakening power in students
“Vision is [our] lifeline”
• visuality maintains connections in deaf communities and
across deaf and nondeaf communities

• In addition to visual language modes, Sarah Jo uses
communication modes
• embodied modes, gesture, facial expressivity, MOTBIPS
(movement of the body in physical space), tactile modes,
graphemes
Image credit. David Call.

Edward – The Lamplighter
Discipline: STEM.

• Pragmatic problem solving using action research
• Concept maps and visual tools:
• Support sensory access, organize knowledge, show relationships
among concepts
• Visual customization in assessment designs

• ASL Vlogs as pedagogy and curriculum
• Flipped classroom
• Co-design
• Local, global, glocal

• “[institutions need] to be more strategic with this visualbased teaching as well as providing support via successful
deaf and hard of hearing role models”
Image credit. /u/th533.

• Reciprocity of deaf ontology, as asset to education

Astoria – The Change Agent
Discipline: Humanities.

• ”Visual, Experiential, Multimodal” pedagogy
• Transformation of the self, from “object for whom
educational decisions were made” to “autonomous
subject” position
• mirrors learning and teaching

• Use of multimodal transduction
•
•
•
•

Image Credit

Changing forms of knowledge affects changes to reality
Maintaining meaning across the change
Work against information loss
Building webs of representation using all discourse modes: text to
sign to gesture to image to text

• “[I change] because learning and knowledge are important
to me. Deaf education is important to me. Deaf learners
are important to me.”

Louis – The Autodidact
Discipline: STEM.

• STEM research expert, self-taught pedagogue
• Empirically demonstrable efficacy of curriculum and
pedagogy with physical models, realia
• working in a collaborative single-case research team

•
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• Multimodality in teaching begets multimodality in learning
and assessment
• Rejects “phonocentric” and “traditional” lectures for their
inexact alignment with deaf needs
• Support in research for aspiring deaf research scientists,
co-author conferences, publications, posters, etc.
Image Credit /u/flam1n

Howard – The Engager
Discipline: Humanities.

• Interpreter education and ASL linguistics
• Pedagogy via ASL and multimodality, video data, and visual
tools
• Conjunctions of embodiment and dimensionality in discourse
modes, including space, visuality, and time
• Core axiological values:
• Deaf-centric
• Student-centric
• Human-centric

Image Credit Angelo Cordeschi

• Application of ASL research in real contexts, via rhetoric
• “Conventions [of language] are important, but for me,
effectiveness is more important…[I use] whatever tools I have
at my disposal.”

Tessa Rose – The (Curious) Crow
Discipline: Humanities.

• Transformative experience with a deaf sibling
• “this light of understanding in her eyes…”

• Borderlands identities
•
•
•
•

Deaf/nondeaf
Artist/writer
Poet/scientist
Reader/writer

• Privileges traditional forms of literacy alongside and
enlivened by sculptural and digital knowledge
• Bidirectional transfer with students

Image Credit Henry Segerman

• Multimodal portfolios for assessment, public-facing gallery
show, real audiences, real rhetoric
• “I am really invested in teaching [deaf] students about
[seeing metacognitively] and about making.”

Questions and Task
Focus Questions
• What modes, tools, discourses,
and interactions constitute Deaf
Multimodal-Visual Pedagogy
(DMVPs)?
• How do deaf faculty understand,
construct, apply, and evaluate
DMVPs in their praxis?

• Session 3 Task:
• Create a graphic representation to:
• compare and contrast
a) teaching and b) learning in each case

• illustrate similarities and differences
c) across both cases

• You may use the following:
• Digital or analog media
• Venn, “T Chart,” visual tool,
• etc..

Into the Learning Pods!
• As a group, construct an artifact of
your answers to the Focus
Questions.

• Pod 1 will focus on:

• Learning Pods artifacts will differ
through the workshop.

• Pod 2 will focus on:

• Session 3 – graphic representation

• Use the 3 FQs to describe your
thoughts first via an interactive
discussion.
• Google Drawing link

• Sarah Jo and Edward

• Astoria and Louis

• Pod 3 will focus on:
• Howard and Tessa Rose

Findings from the Learning Pods!—Session 3
• Each pod should elect one or
two members to summarize
their work and findings.
• Each summary should be
around 2-3 minutes in length.
• Please ensure that the labor is
divided among pod members
• Artifact for Session 3 –
• graphic representation

Summary of Session 3
• Multimethod qualitative design
using case study and grounded
theory
• Transformative aims
• Interactions are key
• Similarities and differences
among deaf faculty with respect
to
•
•
•
•

Identities
Deafness
Pedagogy
Subject matter

• Comparing and contrasting the work of
teachers and the work of learners, the
work of pedagogy and that of curriculum
and assessment
• Non-antagonistic links between discourses,
language and communication
• Deaf centricity via multimodality and
visuality
• Ocularcentrism adapts toward deafness
• Increasing visuality also increases
multimodality

Theory and Strategy for Deaf Education in
2021 and Beyond: A Roundtable – Session 4
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